
 

 

 

Bitclub Digital Exclusive Research Report 

HotCrypto 

Token name: HotCrypto (HCR)  

Crowd Sale registration: https://www.hotcrypto.com/acc/register/id/Iqbal1/ 

Crowd Sale Starts: December 15th 2017 00.00 GMT 

Crowd Sale ends: December 31st 2017  

Crowd Sale Supply: 1,500,000 

Total Coin Supply: 8,000,000 

Price: - $0.5 - $4.70 

Payment Method: – Deposit BTC, BCH, ETH, LTC 

Token Distribution: 30% Team, 30% Investor, 20% advertiser, 20% Maintenance provider 

8 Million HCR Total Supply - 
https://etherscan.io/token/0x83e77df60f66a5475fd9fecdc90306b0c1eddd29 
1.5 Million HCR ICO -
https://etherscan.io/token/0x83e77df60f66a5475fd9fecdc90306b0c1eddd29?a=0xe00e7618
693280c69d84132e23ced84d57fb5507 
6 Million Release By Stacking - 
https://etherscan.io/token/0x83e77df60f66a5475fd9fecdc90306b0c1eddd29?a=0x7b570ae7
76eed1d3a6ba6ee12dde6f5d86f279be 
 
Balance 500k HCR held by Dev Team. 

Social Media 

• Telegram: https://telegram.me/HotCryptoOfficial 

• Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HotCrypto 

• Twitter: https://twitter.com/HotCrypto_HCR?s=08 

• GitHub: https://github.com/officialhotcrypto/HotCrypto 

• Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/hotcrypto/ 

 
Risk Rating: 4. whilst this has been awarded a risk rating of 4 due to still being in ICO we 

feel that this is one of the lowest risk ICOs we have promoted, further details on this can be 

found below. 



Term: Short & Long 

Returns: 
Staking: – 120% PA 
Lending: – 40% PM + Bonuses paid daily 
Lending Term: – 90 Days 

Please note that the phrase “lending” does not mean you are loaning your coins to 

another person.  You are simply converting the coins to USD which is then traded by 

a “Robot”; you receive on average 40% return per month and then receive your stake 

back at the end of the 90 day term.  The return is paid daily in USD and at the end of 

the term you will receive the stake back in USD to either convert to BTC or to re-

purchase HCR. 

 

Lending Example: 

If you purchased 1000 coins at ICO for $500 and waited to lend until $20 per coin the total 

lend amount would be 1000 x $20 which is $20,000.  This multiplied by 40% would give a 

return of $8,000 per month paid daily and can be withdrawn at any time.  You would receive 

$24,000 in interest along with your original stake back of $20,000 totalling $44,000 

If you chose to wait until the price of the coin was $40 before lending this above figures 

would be doubled.   For a more in-depth look please view the lending calculator:  

http://bit.do/hotcryptolendingcalculator 

 

Staking Example: 

The moment you acquire HotCrypto (HCR) Coin it becomes an interest bearing asset with 

up to 120% return per year through PoS minting. All you have to do to earn with this method 

is to hold coins in your Hot Crypto wallet.  Your returns again are paid daily but this time in 

HCR therefore increasing your supply. This means anyone holding Hot Crypto (HCR) Coin in 

their wallet will receive interest on their staking balance in return for helping maintain security 

of the network. 

If you purchased 1000 coins and staked them for 1 year at the end of the year you would 

have 2200 coins, we would expect the price to have exceeded $150 by this time therefore 

making your Hot Crypto portfolio worth $330,000. 

With this option you are not tied in to any term and can sell your coins at any time. 

Exchange Listing: Internal & Coin Exchange 

Price Targets: - $20 January 18 - $30 Feb 18 - $40 April 18 - $80 May 18 - $100 June 18 - 

$120 July 18 

ICO Rating: Strong Buy 

Account Opening: https://www.hotcrypto.com/acc/register/id/Iqbal1/ 



Hot Crypto (HCR) is a self-managing financial system with P2P transaction based on open 

source platform, developed on the Ethereum token ERC20 and HotCrypto (HCR) running on 

the Ethereum block chain. ERC20 is simply a subset of the HotCrypto (HCR) tokens; ERC20 

is the standard interface for the token code. It enables seamless interaction with smart 

contracts and permission applications on Ethereum block chain. Thus HotCrypto (HCR) will 

follow the standard functions of ERC20 but not all. A part of function may allow outside 

interactions depending on the missing function of HotCrypto (HCR) 

So that’s the standard technical Jargon out of the way but what is Hot Crypto? 

Well HotCrypto is yet another “Lending type” coin that offers insanely high profits from the 

use of their Trading Robot.  As you will be aware since the success of Bitconnect, Regal and 

more recently Hextra many of these ICO’s are giving insane returns as soon as they hit the 

exchange. 

Lending ICO’s are the current boom, everyone wants to buy them but with so many now 

coming to the market which are the best ones, working this out can be very hard. 

I believe that HotCrypto will end up being one of the few which will be here long term.  Quite 

simply they have a lot more to offer than many of the other ICO's available, I have had the 

pleasure of dealing with the HCR Team directly and Ryan, Ben and Chris have been very 

helpful, responsive and have provided me with 100% faith that this will be the number 1 

lending coin that will be here in years to come. 

Below are just some of the key points: 

 
• In Depth Whitepaper 
• Solid Road Map 
• Wallets already available 
• Strong team of 13 
• Hot Cash Merchant payment API May 18 
• Full Casino launch July 18 
• Hot Crypto Debit Card launch July 18 
 

Conclusion 

I really like HotCrypto and cannot recommend it highly enough, this will be one if you don’t 

purchase you will regret.  First of all they have an amazing website that is not just a copy or 

“off the shelf” product, it oozes class.  The domain was first registered in January 2017 and 

has been paid up for 10 years! This would certainly not have been done if they were 

planning an exit scam and proves that this has been in development way before the lending 

boom took hold of the Crypto world.  The whitepaper is 45 pages long and is very detailed, it 

tells you exactly what they plan do and when, it leaves you with no doubt that this is a long 

term project destined for success.  Now so far they are already in a different league to the 

attempts of the lending ICO’s before them but they will also have their own Debit card and 

also will be launching a full Casino mid 2018!  The team of 13 consists of 4 developers 

(design, programming and block chain development) 3 in marketing and 6 involved with the 

casino.  As already discussed I have been dealing with the team on a daily basis for the last 



month, without doubt I have never worked with a team so focussed on delivery a top end 

long term project. 

With many lending coins there is a lot of hype pre ICO but as soon as the coins are sold the 

marketing and hype ceases.  This will not be the case with Hot Crypto, due to the strong 

referral scheme offered post ICO to engage investors to lend we can see not only Hot Crypto 

but many social media marketing outfits really getting behind Hot Crypto.  You can receive a 

huge 5% referral paid in USD for helping investors buy post ICO; this will create on going 

hype and an ongoing stream of buyers that will drive the price up. 

And of course don’t forget, of the tiny 8 Million supply, there will only be 1.5 million coins sold 

at ICO and circulating!  When you factor in that the sale price of Hot Crypto will rise during 

the ICO from $0.5 to $4.7 you are guaranteed to make huge profits in the short term. 

We rate this as a strong buy and not one to miss at any cost, we fully expect Hot Crypto to 

reach a minimum target within 6 months of $100 

Open your account here: https://www.hotcrypto.com/acc/register/id/Iqbal1/ 

 

How to create a Hot Crypto wallet address 

 The HCR wallet address is generated only after you bind your ERC 20 wallet address.  

1.  You must first create and ERC 20 wallet, such as, https://www.myetherwallet.com/. 

2.  Once you create an ERC 20 wallet your account will have a public wallet address and 

private key. 

3.  Copy the public ERC 20 wallet address. 

4.  Click “Coin Deposit” then the HCR icon. 

5.  Paste the wallet address into the field under the HCR icon. 

6.  This will bind your ERC 20 public wallet address to the Hot Crypto site. 

7.  This binding will then generate a unique HCR public wallet address. 

 

Transferring HCT from MEW to Hot Crypto Exchange for lending 

1.  Go to https://www.myetherwallet.com/ 

2.  Click “Send Ether & Tokens” and unlock wallet. I use my private key to unlock. 

3.  Make sure your MEW wallet has some ETH in it to pay for transaction fees. 

4.  Click “Load Tokens” in orange. This will reveal the custom HRC token we created earlier. 



5.  Paste the HRC wallet address in the MEW “To Address”. The HRC wallet address was 

generated by pasting your public MEW wallet address under the Hot Crypto icon in the “Coin 

Deposit” tab. 

6.  Enter the amount to send. 

7.  The “Gas Limit” will automatically adjust. For me it was 36,309. Leave the Gwei set to 21. 

8.  Click “Generate Transaction”. It will take about 5 minutes to show up as a pending 

deposit in the “Coin Deposit” tab under “Deposit History”. 

Open your account here: https://www.hotcrypto.com/acc/register/id/Iqbal1/ 

 

 

 


